
High Achiever Awards – Spring Term 2022 
 

As many of you are aware throughout the year, every half term, each faculty is asked to nominate one student from each 
year group to receive a prestigious High Achiever Award based on the student’s work, effort, attitude and achievements 
made throughout the previous half term.  
 

Each student who receives a High Achiever Award will have their name published in the weekly newsletter, and a copy of 
their certificate displayed on High Achiever noticeboards which are placed in prominent places around the school site. 
They will also will receive a letter of recognition from the school and their certificate is posted home to their parents. 
 

I am delighted that the following students all received a High Achiever Award for their work during the first half of the 
Spring term. We congratulate them all for their recent success and wish them every success as they continue their learning 
journey at BMS.  
 

COMPUTING  
 

Aman Rahman 10E Having an outstanding work ethic and creativity when creating your kiosk  
Jack Thorn 11B Consistently submitting all the classwork and homework, creating a complex game program  

called Battleship and showing hard work and determination  
Tommy Holmes 12W Fantastic work on your website, documenting how well you have created it for a specific client 
Zeal Rathod 13M Tackling 9 marks questions very well in her weekly exams, consistently achieving the highest  

marks in the class for the 9 mark questions  
 

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY     
 

Alex Patraucean 7O Demonstrating good understanding by always contributing and being a model student  
during lessons 

Jack Gladdy  8E His inquisitive approach to problem solving and designing    
Om Panchal  10E Working with high levels of independence, showing excellent design thinking 
Annabel Fish   11W Gaining so much confidence in herself to produce a fabulous set of dishes for her food  

exam 
Shyam Pattni  13M A determination to push himself to produce work of a high standard and make the best  

of every opportunity 
 

ENGLISH  
 

Louie Avci  7A Working very hard in lessons, always listening attentively and contributing 
Ma'Kayjah Bazile 8B Having a really positive term; she is always attentive in lessons and always contributes  

fluently and articulately 
Shivenn Hindocha 9E Always going the extra mile in lessons, contributing regularly to discussions and having  

a flair for English 
Jamie Remmington 10E Consistent enthusiasm and outstanding effort in class 
Anushkaa Sureshkumar 11E Having an excellent work ethic and increased revision in English; taking heed of all  

targets set on work and continuing to make improvements 
Gabriella Di Gregorio 12S A consistent and diligent approach to work and meeting deadlines 
Gabriela Zhelyazkova 13A Making consistent, fine progress throughout the year 

      
HUMANITIES  
 

Danny Kijewski  7A Showing good progress by completing all tasks to a high standard and seeking extension  
tasks 

Cayley-Anne Noonan 8O An excellent attitude to learning, contributions in lessons for RE and history,  
demonstrating very impressive written classwork and an eagerness to participate 

Beyza Yassikaya  9B Showing excellent progress on your written work and purple pen improvements in  
history 

Sophie Hodge  10E Showing good progress by perfecting the 9-mark question structure in geography 
Ashwin Aravinthan 11E An excellent attitude to learning and demonstrating excellent progress in exam  

questions 
Alice McLean  12W Demonstrating excellent progress in her written work 
Callum Hamilton 13O Showing excellent progress on your written work and purple pen improvements in  

history 



 

LEARNING SUPPORT 
 

Jack Dempster   7E  Showcasing his speaking and listening skills in all lessons 
Brooke Lloyd-Pearson  8W Her ability to work independently in order to improve her skills 
Gracie Fry   9A Adopting an outstanding work ethic in all subjects and for her effort in Lexia 
James Allan   10E Developing independent learning skills in his GCSE studies 
Muskaan Dhillon  11W Applying maximum effort in her GCSE studies 
Frederick Jackson  12M  Organisational skills and focus on his studies 
Elizabeth Moffat  13O Focusing on revision and preparing for her upcoming examinations 
   

MATHS  
 

Jack Dempster  7E Going the extra mile to improve his maths by striving to attain the next level 
Violet Hill  8A Always being organised and demonstrating this quality in her classwork, homework and  

equipment 
Polly Pryra  9E Always being ready to learn and focused in lessons 
Anaiya-Lily Palan 10A Being organised and determined to improve her understanding in Maths 
Roshni Vara  11E Exceptional organisation of notes and information demonstrated in independent work 
Tyler Pearce  12W Always being organised and prepared to learn in every lesson 
Dhwani Patel  13W Being organised and determined to improve further in Maths 

     
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES  
 

Pranav Kannan 7M Consistently outstanding spoken Spanish in class and a wonderful attitude towards learning and  
striving to improve his Spanish accent  

Kush Patel 8M Excellent ATL, fantastic participation and always striving to stretch and challenge himself to do  
better 

Ella Andrews 9A Commitment to Spanish and outstanding vocabulary retention  
Darius Oprea 10E Meeting all deadlines and incorporating success criteria into every piece of work submitted for  

marking and feedback and for responding well to next step targets  
Alex Law 11W Rapid progress in Spanish and independent learning  
CJ Lea  12W An excellent start to AS French, including researching own statistics to support arguments
    

PE AND HEALTH  
 

Daisy Beeton 7E Always tries her hardest in lessons and is enthusiastic and positive in all activities 
Kush Patel  8M Great work in fitness lessons especially showing a good knowledge of the benefits of exercise 
Maddie Cozens 9A Working hard in all lessons, regularly attending netball club and being a role model for younger  

girls in football team 
Lottie Slight 10M Showing an excellent work ethic and high level of work on the Sports Studies course 
David Tegzes 11M Having an excellent attitude and work ethic shown in all aspects of GCSE PE 
Aarav Kothary 12E Having a really positive work ethic on the CTECH Sports course  
Bleu Birnie 13S An excellent attitude to learning and showing great progress, completing all coursework to a  

high standard 
         

PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS  
 

Martha Hooper 7W Always presenting her positive attitude towards drama 
Rakshen Kajenthiran 8W His continued hard work and focus throughout dance lessons 
Carter Charvonia 9O Making superb progress due to a diligent work ethic in music  
Chiara Doherty 10O Making a really positive effort to improve artwork and sketchbook presentation 
Stephan Nicoll  11A His dedication to his music work 
Verity Alcorano 12S Her consistent hard work in A-level drama and dance  
Crystal May  13M Her outstanding response to all feedback in A-level drama 
 
SCIENCE  
 

Kishan Patel  7S Making excellent progress in your science lessons 
Ben Okeke  8A Participating positively in every lesson 



Krisha Ravishanger 9S Making incredible progress and displaying impeccable resilience since September 
Daniella Allan  10W Being an extremely hard-working student, whose fabulous progress is evident in her  

test scores 
Lily Purser  11W Consistent progress and effort in class and working towards a great final grade 
Thushya Sritharan 12A Making excellent progress since the start of the school year 
Natalia Magkafouraki 13B Making excellent progress this year as a result of her exceptional work ethic. She is on  

track to exceed her target grade in Biology. Well done! 
 

SOCIAL SCIENCES            
 

Narthaki Sivadasan 10E Acting on feedback and showing excellent progress in exam questions 
Alyssa Bull  11W Showing excellent progress with revision and exam technique 
Georgia De Venny 12E Her high-quality consistent responses to feedback in law where she kept improving and  

improving her first extended scenario essay 
Nima Shiralizadeh 13S Demonstrating excellent progression in your November PPE 

 
STEM 
 

Nicholas Tsangaris 7O His ability to apply logical thought when solving designing and making challenges 
Alex Ciz Yori  10E The innovative developments he has made in the ongoing improvements to the VEX  

robot 
Parth Gaikwad  11E A steady determination to produce high level work across the STEM subjects 
Akshya Jeyatharan 12E Showing dedication and organisation in Maths and its relation to STEM 
Rushil Puspasen  13M Showing dedication and organisation in Maths and its relation to STEM 


